Government Major Modified with Philosophy – Type A

Prerequisites (2 courses):
- Any PHIL 1(any) or PHIL 3 (circle one) ________ Term
- GOVT 10, ECON 10, MATH 10, or QSS 15 (circle one) ________ Term

LING 10, PSYC 10, or SOCY 10 also may be substituted for Government 10 but these courses are not recommended for Government majors because they are not as closely aligned with the kind of quantitative research students will read and conduct in many upper-level Government classes.

**PHIL prerequisite must be completed before taking PHIL courses beyond introductory level**

Courses required to complete the Government Major modified with Philosophy (11 courses total)

1. Government Introductory Courses (2 courses):
   - Government 6: Political Ideas ________ Term
   - Government ____: _____________________ (GOVT 3, 4, 5) ________ Term

2. Government Political Theory (3 courses):
   GOVT 063: Foundations of Political Thought is recommended for all PPE majors.
   - Government ____: __________________________ ________ Term
   - Government ____: __________________________ ________ Term
   - Government ____: __________________________ ________ Term

   Please check list of Political Theory courses on the back.

3. Government Seminars (2 courses, which are the culminating experience):
   GOVT 86.42: Work, Leisure, and a Good Life: Capstone Course for PPE Majors is Recommended.
   - Government ____: __________________________ (seminar) ________ Term
   - Government ____: __________________________ (seminar) ________ Term

   Please check list of Government Seminars on the back.

4. Philosophy Introductory Course (1 course, that has not been used as the prerequisite):
   - Philosophy ____: __________________________ (PHIL 3 or any PHIL 1, 4, 5, 6, 8 or 9) ________ Term

5. Philosophy Courses in moral, legal, or political theory (3 courses, two must be above PHIL 10):
   - Philosophy ____: __________________________ ________ Term
   - Philosophy ____: __________________________ ________ Term
   - Philosophy ____: __________________________ ________ Term

Courses above PHIL 10 require 1 intro PHIL course. Any PHIL 50 requires 2 previous philosophy courses.

Please check list of moral, legal, and political theory courses on the back.

This form needs to be approved by the faculty advisor for government modified majors by the end of the sophomore year.
Government Political Theory courses (upper level or seminar):
- Choose any government courses Levels 60’s or 86’s

The Government Department offers seminars in the following fields:
- Government 80 – Independent Study
- Government 81 – Seminars in two or more subfields
- Government 83 – Seminars in American Government
- Government 84 – Seminars in Comparative Politics
- Government 85 – Seminars in International Relations
- Government 86 – Seminars in Political Theory and Law
- Government 92 – Seminar London FSP/Taught by Dartmouth faculty
- Government 94 – Seminar Washington, DC FSP/Taught by Dartmouth faculty
- Government 95 – Seminar Washington, DC FSP/Taught by Dartmouth faculty
- Government 97 – First of 3 required courses for the Honors Program
- GOVT 86.42: Work, Leisure, and a Good Life (recommended)

Apart from 92, 94, 95, and 97; may take multiple topics with each of these numbers as long as they are unique courses.

For course descriptions and the most current course schedules and Honors Program requirements, please consult the ORC/Catalog, The Timetable of Class Meetings, and the Government website

The Philosophy Department moral, legal, or political theory courses:
- PHIL 1.03: Philosophy and Economics
- PHIL 1.07: Life, Death, Relationships, and Meaning
- PHIL 1.16: Morality, Freedom, and the Mind
- PHIL 4: Philosophy and Gender
- PHIL 5: Philosophy of Medicine
- PHIL 8: Introduction to Moral Philosophy
- PHIL 9: Applied Ethics
- PHIL 9.01: Reproductive Ethics
- PHIL 9.02: Environmental Ethics
- PHIL 9.04: The Ethics of Food Choice and Food Policy
- PHIL 9.06: Friends, Lovers, and Comrades: Ethical Issues of Special Relationships
- PHIL 9.07: Ethics of Freedom, Paternalism, and Intervention
- PHIL 9.08: Ethics and Information Technology
- PHIL 16.02: Kant on Moral, Legal, and Political Philosophy
- PHIL 22: Feminism and Philosophy
- PHIL 23.01: Ethics and the Arts
- PHIL 24: Law and Philosophy
- PHIL 28: Phenomenology and Existentialism
- PHIL 31.06: Free Will, Agency and Responsibility
- PHIL 31.07: The Social World
- PHIL 36: Metaethics
- PHIL 37: Ethical Theory
- PHIL 38: Social and Political Philosophy
• PHIL 38.01: Equality, Justice, and Democracy
• PHIL 38.02: Ethics, Politics, and the Law (identical to GOVT 86.41)
• PHIL 40: Race, Gender, Sexuality
• PHIL 50.14: Property, Markets, and Capitalism
• PHIL 50.17: Global Expressive Rights
• PHIL 50.21: Current Research in Social/Political Philosophy
• PHIL 50.23: Virtue Ethics
• PHIL 50.24: Moral Epistemology
• PHIL 50.25: Moral Sentimentalism
• PHIL 50.35: Mind, Language, and Morality (Identical to COCO 31/COGS 11.03)
• PHIL 80.12: Free Will, Responsibility and the Brain
• PHIL 80.13: Love, Respect, and Moral Obligation
• PHIL 80.20: Controversies in Feminist Philosophy
• PHIL 80.27: Marx and Marxism

Courses above PHIL 10 require 1 intro PHIL course. Any PHIL 50 requires 2 previous philosophy courses.

For course descriptions and the most current course schedules, please consult the ORC/Catalog, the Timetable of Class Meetings, and the Philosophy Department website.

You cannot declare a PPE modified major on DartWorks until you first do the following:

1) Complete the study forms, listing all past, present, and future courses. For the most up-to-date listings of future course offerings, see the Philosophy, Economics, and Government websites. Your future course selections may change, but you must show a complete path through the modified major. ATTENTION: Only study forms currently posted on the Government Department website will be approved.

2) Do not forget to circle one of the "10" courses as a prerequisite.

3) Once your modified major study form is complete, please submit it to Professor Murphy via email for approval: James.B.Murphy@Dartmouth.edu

4) If approved, Professor Murphy will forward your study form to the Department Administrator who can help you declare your PPE major on Dartworks.

5) If you have further questions about these PPE majors or about how to complete your study form, please email Professor Murphy. We can arrange a meeting if necessary.